Curiosity of the place and information for your stay

Saturday 8 June 2018

THE CAMPERS
Year VI
Number 12
St. Efrem
cantinacoppola.it

lamasseria.net
Campsite Director: Lucio Coppola

Wine cellar Director: Giuseppe Coppola

Sea: almost rough
Wind: W 21 km/h

Reception: Paola La Cagnina
Sky: partially cloudy
Temperatures: 21°-26°

Dawn: 5:18
Sunrise: 20:15

Nanni, Giuseppe, Annarita, Lucio, Paola, Niccolò, Lucia, Martina e Chiara
offer a warm welcome and wish everyone a pleasant holiday.

MISS IN GALLIPOLI, FROM ELEVEN YEARS
This year there is the edition number eleven of Miss
World Italy, that see Gallipoli as a privileged location
for the event that will crown the most beautiful in
Italy, which will represent us at the final of Miss
World in China, on the island of Hainan. In 150 they
arrived in the city of Salento, although those who will
take the stage as finalists will be only 50. This year's
evening will be presented by Stefano De Martino,
who has just returned from running the island of the
famous, together with numerous guests including Fabio Fulco, Cecilia Capriotti, Alessandro
Cecchi Paone, Luca Abete, and Valeria Altobelli, Miss World Italy 2004.

TODAY...IN HISTORY
430 years, in 1588, the first

Horoscope, what the stars say stone of the famous Rialto
Today's sign for Paolo Fox is the
VIRGIN. The weekend will be per fect for the meeting for you, after a
week under stress that has a positive
value, as you charge to never stop!

bridge, one of the most
photographed, was laid in
Venice. The bridge, projected by the architect Antonio da Ponte, was built to
replace the old wooden
bridge, which had collapsed several years earlier.

Stay up to date on the events and promotions of the campsite and cellar!
Go to www.cantinacoppola.it or www.lamasseria.net and subscribe to our newsletter!

La Masseria is also on

...follow us!

Distribution
Free

TODAY IN CAMPSITE

NEGROAMARO
WHITE, TASTE
AND ELEGANCE

The Rocci di Cantina
Coppola, the first white Negroamaro ever,
was born in 2006 from
the intuition of Carlo
Antonio Coppola and
the oenologist Giuseppe Pizzolante Leuzzi,
convinced that the
peculiar organoleptic
characteristics of Negroamaro could also
give the white wine a
structure of great impact. The first vintages
were bottled as Table
Wine, because no
DOC and IGT contemplated the vinification of Negroamaro in
white. Subsequently,
the name of Igt Puglia
was obtained. Today
among our most appreciated wine.

OFFERTA SPECIALE

Market

Daily Offers
Divella cookies € 1,00
Dishwashing det.
Riobum€1,20
Original rice gr500 €1,20

NOSTRESS animazione
MORNING-BEACH
9:30 Good morning
Masseria!
9:45 Stretching

AFTERNOON
SWIMMING POOL
16:00 Good afternoon
Masseria
Ore 16:00-18:30
Playing in swimming pool

10:00/12:00 Babyland (4-10
years, beach)
17:00 All Fitness
(walk-bike-jump)
10:10 Scopone tournament
Ore 17:15 Scopone
11:00 Body art (beach)
EVENING-THEATRE
11:45 Baby Dance

21:00 Meeting

11:45 Aperitif game

21:15 Baby dance
22:00 Variety presentation

Travel tips

RECIPE FOR TODAY
Three milks cake

(da ricettedellanonna.net)

Ingredients for the base: 5 eggs, 180gr flour, 170gr sugar, 100gr
butter ambient temperature, 1 teaspoon of baking powder, 1/2
teaspoon salt; For filling: 150gr of internal milk, 150gr of fresh
cream, 150gr of condensed milk; For decoration: 500gr fresh
cream, 80gr icing sugar, sweetened chlorinated tails
Beat the butter with the sugar until you get a soft and fluffy cream.
Add the eggs one at a time and then the sieved flour together with the
yeast and salt. Amalgamate well. Grease and flour a pan 24 cm in
diameter. Pour into the mixture and bake in a static hot oven at 180
°C for 50 minutes. Always try the toothpick before churning out the
cake. Mix the cream, milk and condensed milk together, stirring well.
Dry and perforate the entire surface of the cake with a toothpick. Pour
over the sweet the mixture with the 3 milk making it absorb well. Put
in the fridge and let rest for at least 4 hours. Once the time has passed,
resume the cake and unshake it. Whip the cream well with the icing
sugar and use it to decorate the cake, first distributing a thin layer
over the entire surface and then inserting the remaining one in a few
bags and forming small bows.

THE SEICENTESCO BRIDGE,
THE BOND BETWEEN OLD AND NEW
Tourists in Gallipoli will have noticed the first peculiarity of this city:
the old town is a thing apart, unlike most municipalities, where the
ancient part is also the geographical heart of the city. The geographical specification is not by chance! Even if detached from the new
village, the old town is still the reference point for everyone! The
other peculiarity is that the old town, as well as being detached is also
an island, linked to the mainland by a bridge, always called
“seicentesco”, with reference to its period of construction, renamed a
few years and named after Pope John Paul II. However, a few centuries was not as we see it today. Made between 1603 and 1607, set
with twelve arches and a final drawbridge. Urban planning and traffic
requirements have transformed it to allow for
the widening of the carriageway.

EVENTS

> In Galatone, on 9
June, in the atrium of
the marquis's palace,
the journalist Francesco Giorgino pr esents
the book Giornalismi e
società. Information,
politics,
economics
and culture.
Starting from 21:30
> The Teatro Italia in
Gallipoli will host,
Sunday, June 10, the
national final of Miss
World Italy.
Starting from 21:00
> Also in Nardò,
however, on June 10,
at the camp of the parish of the Sacred
Heart will be held the
XXVI edition of the
Festival of “frisa”. One
of the first festivals of
the summer, classic
events that allow guests of our land to discover the flavors.
Starting from 20:30

(Historical informations from: Elio Pindinelli, Gallipoli, il mito, la storia, i monumenti. Guida Storico-Artistica)

USEFUL INFORMATION AND NUMBERS
SERVICES
TIME:
Reception:
08:00 - 12:00
16:00 - 20:00
Beach Bar:
8:00-20:00
Market:
7:30 - 13:00
16:30 - 20:00

Swimming pool
Bar
10:00 - 19:00
Bar Campeggio:
07:00 - 24:00
1489 Food Pop
12:30 - 14:30
20:00 - 23:30

Weekly market

Salento In Bus
Active every day.
Info line
3929242100

GALATONE

Bike rent
Daily at the sports
ground

Zona Villa
Padre Pio
Info:
Municipal Police
0833. 865028

INCLUDED IN BRACELET SERVICE
> Swimming pool:
10:00 - 19:00
> Wine testing (Market)
17:30 - 18:30
> Animazione

> Shuttle service a/r Gallipoli:
8:00-9:00-10:00
19:00-20:00-21:00-22:0023:00-24:00
> Free entry:
Coppola Collection Hall;

Civic Museum;
Sea Museum.
Open everyday
10:00-13:00/17:00-21:00
Cruschers 10:00-23:00

MEDICAL GUARD: from Monday to Friday from 20:00 to 8:00
Saturday and Sunday h24 TEL. 0833 266250
Near Lungomare Marconi, monumental entrance of the old hospital
and h24 in the historical centre, via S. Angelo (05/06-15/09)
REMEMBER:
1. Cars can circulate inside the camping area only at the moment of arrival and departure from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 4 p.m. to midnight.
2. During the hours of rest, from 14 to 16 and from 24 to 7:30 is strictly forbidden any
annoying noise.
3. The price of the stay is calculated from the moment of arrival until 10 a.m. of the following day; the stay, even partial after 10 a.m., implies the payment of the entire price of
the stay.
4. Guests or visits are not allowed from 12/08 to 15/08.
Emergency 118
Carabinieri 112
Police 113
Finance Guard 117
Firemen 115
Coast Guard 1530

Veterinarian 340 1390835
Municipal Police 0833 275545
LPG Distr ibutor 0833 262073
Station of Gallipoli FSE 0833 266214
Station of Lecce 0832 303403
Pro Loco 0833 263007

